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Music is high on CIC agenda of sponsoring throughout the world‘

Chinggis Khaanii Magtaal [4:34]
Composed by AItain Orgil

Variations of Adi Thalam [4:42]
Improvised by Prathap Gopalan for solo mridngam

In France, Crédit Industrial ct Commercial has been sponsoring the annual classical music
awards”les Victoires de la Musique” for numerous years and is the privileged sponsor and
owner of a famous cello made in 1737 by Francesco Goffriller, played by internationally
renowned cellist Ophélie Gaillard (www.0pheliegaillard.com).
In Luxembourg, Banque de Luxembourg has long been inviting famous musicians to its

Ancient Cities [6:21]
Composed by Isaac Nagao for solo harpsichord

Hsan Nwai 00 [3:39]
Compascd by U Htaung Bo for voice and saung

theatcrette and recording their work on compact discs for the pleasure of their clients.The
same is being done in Lyons, in Paris and in Lille amongst others
In Asia, our involvement with music started in 2004 in Singapore, with the sponsoring of

private concert by the Orchestra of the French Republican Guard held at the Esplanade.
Later in 2009, we sponsored another private concert featuring Ophélie Gaillard and twenty
nine musicians under the baton of Michael Cousteau. In 2004, we also began our yearly
sponsorship of the Hong Kong Philharmonic Orchestra, and we have since renewed our
commitment, with the sponsoring of Paul Lewis’ performance in Beethoven's Emperor
Concerto in 2010 and of Midori’s presentation ochhaikovsky’sViolin Concerto in 2011.

a

Spirit of Wood [5:46]
Composed by Robert Castecls for percussion quartet and tape

Mikkurineun Gatseodo [5:29]
Composed

bin Sungvchun

fur solo kayagm

Chiaroscuro [3:20]
Composed by Robert Casteels for two guitars

Cantus [5:24]
Symphonic Poem composed by ItoYasuhide for band

Guanglin San [6:44]
Composed by ]i Kang for solo qin
10

Asian Bird Songs [9:24]
Avian metamorphoses for birds and ensemble composed by Robert Casteels

With the talent of Dr Robert Casteels (www.robertcasteels.com), a leading educator,
composer and conductor who has made Asia his home and Asian music one of his great
passions and sources of inspiration, we are very fortunate to be able to offer you a new
selection of original and brilliant”Asian resonances”. I thank you for sharing our curiosity
and our enjoyment.
Jean—Luc Anglada

Regional Manager
CIC Asia Pacific
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PROGRAMME NOTES

[Chinggis Khaanii Magtaal - Track

1]

Chinggis Khaanii Magtaal means’Praise for Genghis Khan’. The lyrics have no particular
Dear listener,
Technology and multi—tasking enable us nowadays to listen to music at any
time in any place. I challenge you to opt for a,different and rewarding listening
approach. Carve out a few minutes of your time during which you read the text
of one track in this booklet and listen to just one track at a time. Allow these few
minutes of music to sink in. On another day, repeat the same process. This way,
you will fully enjoy this journey from mysterious Mongolia to stirring Southern
India, through meditative Japan, authentic Myanmar and captivating Ancient
China. We complete this aural journey in the jungle of New Guinea.

Once again, I am greatly indebted to each and every one of the fine performers
featured on this compact disk. I extend my deepest gratitude to CIC bank for
continuing the idea of this compact disk and financing its production.

Robert Casteels

meaning except for the joy of repeating words linked like a chain, as every verse starts with

a repeat of the last of word of the previous verse.

Place, place in the place, children, from the place to the food,
Food, food for food, greedy dog aer

the bone,

Bone, bone for the bone, goat for the mountain,

Mountain, mountain from the tree to the ground,
Ground, ground from the ground, fancy woman under the blanket,

Blanket blanket for the blanket handsome Zaogii under the blanket.
The horse occupies a central place in the Mongolian identity. Even Mongolia’s national
music instrument is said to be created from the bones, skin and hair ofa mythical horseThe
morin khuur or horse—head fiddle is a string instrument consisting of2 strings. Altai/1 Org’s
five players use two types of fiddles as well as various percussion instruments. If you listen
well, you can hear that one singer sings two notes at the same time. By coordinating the
larynx, tongue and lips in a precise manner, Mongolians and their neighbours, the Tuvans,
have developed a truly extraordinary vocal technique Called throat—singing, producing
sounds similar to that of wind blowing through the rocks. In June 2010, I travelled to
Mongolia. The silence in the immense Steppes is awesome. Suddenly it struck me that the
wind blowing through the rocks produced such similar sounds as the throat—singing.
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[Variations of Adi Thalam Track 2]
—

Every culture has dcvclopvd differently, resulting in different harmonic, melodic and
rhythmic systems. Indian music has reached a mind bogging rhythmical complexity. In
Indian music theory, rhythmic cycles are referred to as the [1110. The three sections of this
Variations of Adi Thalam are all based on the Thripum Thalnm, Chathm‘asm luflﬁi type
of min. This combined min is collectively known as Adi TIM/mu. The performer, Prathap
Copalan, has also divided the three sections with a different number ofgathi, or pulses per
beat Indian music comprises two very different traditions, the Hindustani in the north and
the Carnatic in the south. I’rathap Gopalan plays the mridngnm, a Carnatic percussion
instrument.

[Ancient Cities - Track 3]
A native

from Yonago, Japan, Dr Isaac Nagao is a retired Professor of Music at Naruto
University of Education as well as the organist and pianist for the Tokushima Baptist
Church. He earned his Doctorate from Columbia Pacific University. Nagao has composed
extensively for choir and keyboard instruments, often using Christian themes‘ In Ancient
Cities, Nagao uses a pentatonic scale, that is, a row of 5 notes per octave instead of the
usual 7 notes. He states that hc“portraycd impressions and reminiscences of the ancient
capitals of Japan, Kyoto and Nam”. The timbre of the Japanese kota instrument is evoked
by a harpsichord, a kind of European keyboard that produces sound by plucking a string
when a key is pressed. In a piano, the string is struck by a hammer. The quick outer sections
of Ancient Cities contrast with a central meditative section.

[Hsan Nwai Oo - Track 4]
Hsan means’carly and emerging’. Nwai Oo means’spring'.

It is a beautiful spring; owers

blossom everywhere

and spread their fragrance with the wind all over the forest.

just the view of bird couples loving each other and singing pleasant tunes
is astounding enough to make one convinced

that things so perfect like this can only be created by higher powers.

After seeing this scene,
someone who is lonely in the forest feels very sad,

someone misses his lover and home.
U Htaung B0 was a minister in charge of the arts around 1838 during the reign of KingThar
Yar Wadi in presentiday Myanmar. Little is known about U Htaung Bo’s life, except that he
composed and performed for the King in the Royal Mandalay Palacc.The lyrics of the song
Hsan Nwai Oo reveal an appreciation of nature and reminisce of an old lover who was
supposedly banished from the royal palace, As per the performance tradition, the singer
accompanies herself with the following two hand held small percussion instruments: sii, a
bell made out of bronﬁe or brass and wah, a clapper made of bamboo joints.Their function
is to indicate and keep the tempo. The smmg or Burmese harp has such a long tradition
that it is considered to be Myanmar’s national music instrument. Nowadays, silk strings
are replaced by nylon ones. The resonance case is horiﬁontal, as opposed to a European
one which is vertical.
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[Spirit of Wood - Track 5]
From an initial budding pitch, the music of Spirit of Wood grows in concentric circles
of rhythmic palindromes to form a texture very much like the xylem, the complex tissue
of plants. A single melodic element focuses on the three pitches that are the acronym for
the Asian Civilisatinns Museum, which commissioned this piece for a special exhibition
on Malay wood carving, entitled’Spirit of Wood’. The first performance of this piece took
place in 2003 in the River Room of the Asian Civilisations Museum. Spirit of Wood
for percussion quartet and tape concludes with a graceful, peaceful blossoming of the
arborescent circles of the xylem. Enjoy the sounds of the percussion instruments, almost all
of them made out of wood: Japanese mokubio, Burmese bamboo clappers, Chinese mu yu
and xu, genphone or long tube that contains gravel, Vibraphone, wood blocks, xylophone,
wooden frogs, claves and log drum.

[Mikkurineun Gatseodo - Track 6]
Korean composer Yi Sungichun wrote the music and the poem of Mikkurineun
Gatseodo.

The World of a Mudfish
People live to see many a things during their life
but to see a mudsh fall into a paddy
my...my...
1.

2. My Poor Friend, the Mudfish
that mudsh who fell into the rice paddy
well, I tell you, he died from eating mud
he was born to eat mud
But I guess he ate too much

Even though the Mudfish is Gone
my..oh..my... it may be a funny thing
but it is not only the Mudsh
who dies from overeating.

3.

Yi Sungichun (1936—2003), obtained his BA. and MA. from Seoul National University and
was a former Professor of Korean Music at Seoul National University and President of the
National Gugak Center, Mikkurim’lm Gatscodo means’cven though the Mudfish is Gone’.
This track is the third and last movement ofMikkﬁ/mgi Nnndun’nngc Bbujida or’Mudsh Falls
into :1 Rice Paddy’ opus 41. This piece is a satire of society with the mudsh symboliﬁing
modern day politicians‘ The knyag'm: is the best known Korean string instrument. It is akin
to the Japanese kom and the Chinese guﬁhmg‘ Movable bridges support a variable number
of silk or nylon strings on a single long piece of wood. Moving the bridge means that the
tuning of each string can be Changed effortlessly.

[Chiaroscuro - Track 7]
Chiaroscuro literally means in Italian ‘light—dark" Painters and art historians use this
term to describe a particular painting technique of strong contrast between light and dark
in order to suggest a threeidimensional volume. In this short piece for two guitars, the
bubbling ringing of the harmonics represent lightness in contrast with the darkness of the
repeated accompanying rhythm‘ At regular intervals, you can hear the four pitches that are
linked to the acronym of Crédit Industriel ct Commercial — Singapore Branch.
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[Cantus - Track 8]
ItoYasuhide was born in 1960 in Japan, He graduated from 'l‘okyn Gcijutsu Daigaku (Tokyo
National University of Fine Arts and Music) in 1986. He is well known for composing
more than 60 pieces for wind instruments that have been published and performed
throughout the world. In 1990, the Sasebo Band of the Japan Maritime Self Defence Force
(Nagasaki prefecture) commissioncd Ito Yasuhide to write this symphonic poem for band
entitled Glm'insn. In the beginning of the Edo period, of Japan (1603 — 1867), the Tokugawa
Shogunatc Government banned Christianity The original melodies of many chants that
Kirishihm (or Christians) had sung were distorted and their texts were also corrupted
For cxamplc the Latin word glm’iusa changed to gururmoﬁaThe second movement of Ito’s
symphonic poem is entitled Camus and is a brilliant blend of European Gregorian chant
and Japanese elements. It opens with a 5010 for )jl/utcki, a kind uf Japanese ute that is used
in Gugaku, the Japanese Imperial court music. The theme of Cantus is based on 517"]an—
sanm no tha, a 17‘“ c. folk song commemorating the martyrdom of a number of Kyushu
Christians who were executed in 1622 and 1623‘

[Guanglin San - Track 9]
Ji Kang (273

—
262) was a poet and composer during the Tang dynasty in China. He was
very precise in his notation, to thu extent of specifying which part of the nger ought to
be used. However, he did not nomtc the rhythm! The music you hear in this track is based
on the work done by the renowned ﬁhmg player, Guan Ping—1m (1897 — 1967). Guangling
is situated in the present Shou County, Anhui Province The poem of Guanglin San was
originally a folk-piece during tho East Han Dynasty. According to the tradition, the piece
tells the stmy of Nie Zheng, a subject of the Han King. Nit: Zheng’s father was executed
by the King for failing to deliver a sword in time, Swearing to avenge his father/ Nic Zheng
exiled himselfon MountTai and studied the qin for ten years‘Thc qin is an ancient Chinese
string instrument wherc the sound is produced by plucking the string. A very quiet and
intimate instrument, the ([171 has the same range as the European cello. Having mastered
the qin, Nic thng changed his appearance by painting his Skin and swallowing charcoal
to change his voice. He returned to the city to play the qin in front of the King’s palace with

such a virtuosity that even horses and oxen stopped to listen. The King heard about Nie
Zheng’s marvelous musicianship and requested a performance. Nie Zheng avenged his
father’s death by killing the King with a dagger that was hidden inside his quL To protect
his mother from reprisals, Nie Zheng disgured himself and died. What a story!

[Asian Bird Songs - Track 10]
More than a composition with or about bird songs, Asian Bird Songs is a journey from
artistic imprisonment to endangered freedom. The first three minutes of the composition
may sound like senseless chaos, with all instruments competing whilst singers sing the
binomial names and improvise in the manner of a jaﬁﬁ scat on avian onomatopoeic
syllables. The pre~rec0rded tape plays mechanical bird sounds that are MIDI cloned
sounds, then an ear shattering crowd of mum pllfl’h. This white—eyed bird was recorded
in the void deck of Singapore’s heartland where aviculturists and birdifancicrs show off
their singing birds and elaborate cages every Sunday morning. Please keep listening, as in
reality, this rst part of the composition is far from chaotic Just as in a crowded bird colony,
parents are able to locate each other, recogniﬁe a neighbour from a complete stranger, and
identify their own young among thousands of others all packed together, every single
pitch and rhythm in the beginning of this composition is explainable‘ After these initial
three minutes, all instruments converge towards a single note that signals the beginning
of the second part of the piece. From this point, the 11 players and 4 singers will dialogue
with the following ten birds: the Yellow—vented Bulbul, the Spotted Wood-owl, the
Common Iora, the Rufusitailcd Tailorbird, the Hill Myna, the Drongo Cuckoo, the Asian
Fairy Bluebird, the Straw-headed Bulbul, the Striped Tit—babbler and the Malaysianveared
Nightjar. Finally, the sound of the human instruments gently wafts away in a gracious
bow to a chorus of the Pnradism’n npodn, also known as the Greater Bird of Paradise This
species was named by 18”” 0 Swedish botanist, Carl Linnaeus: Paradise referred then
to New Guinea. Pamdism refers to the belief that this bird never alightcd. Apodu was a
neologism from Ancient Greek that means without legs, because Europeans only ever saw
the magnificent long tail feathers of the birds‘Thousands of massacred birds had their feet
Chopped off before being Shipped to satisfy a high demand in European millinery. Asian
Bird Song was premiered in December 2009 in Singapore Botanic Gardens for the grand
finale of its 150th Anniversary.
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BIOGRAPHIES
DR ROB ERT CASTEELS
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Composer, conductor, educator and pianist Dr Robert Casteels believes that these roles are
fundamentally interrelated in the kaleidoscope of activities that is music making.

Castcols studied composition with Fernand Quinet in Brussels and Peter Maxwell Davies
in Dartington, England. He graduated from the French and Flemish Royal Conservatories
in Brussels in piano and orchestral conducting, as well as from the Fitvéis Institute, the
Guildhall School of Music of London and the Juilliard School in New
York when: his teachers included Leonard Bernstein and Zubin
Mchta. In 2004 the University of Melbourne awarded Casteels a
Doctorate for his thesis on gameLm and contemporary music.

Castecls has conducted a rcpertuirc of 600 orchestral works of
all genres, He premiered symphonic works, ballets and operas
in festivals such as the Spolcto Festival (US, Italy, Australia), Ara
Musica (Brussels), Brisbane Biennale, Focus (New York), Wicn
Modem (Vienna), and Berlin Biennale.
Casteels is the recipient of several awards, including the Hmnu
Walter Scholarship for Orchestra] Conducting awarded l“
the Juilliard School for two consecutive years, as well as tlw
First Priﬁe for contemporary music at the Internatinm
Conducting Competition nf the Hungarian Radio and
Television In 2001, he became the youngest recipivnt
and the second musician ever to receive the prestigious’
Christoffel I’lantin Priﬁe, the Flemish Government's
\
highest award for cultural achievements.

Since taking up permanent residency in Singapore in 1996, Casteels has contributed
tirelessly to Singapore’s music scene. He has collaborated with more than 50 Singaporean
visual and performing artists, and was co~f0under of the LASALLE Gamelan Ensemble.
In 2007, Casteels became a Singaporean citiﬁen, focusing his activities on composing and
teaching.
Casteels has written a growing corpus of 100 musical works which Cross Cultures, genres
and disciplinesjhese range from miniature to large-scale works in the European tradition,
as well as multidisciplinary works which combine European, Chinese, Indian instruments
and gamelan with computer—generated sound and images. His compositions have been
premiered in Australia, Belgium, China, England, Indonesia, Korea, Malaysia, New Zealand
and The Netherlands. Seven audio and video compact discs entirely devoted to Casteels’
works have been published thus far.
In recent years, Casteels executed a series of special projects that combined music and other
disciplines in a meaningful collaboration between international and Singaporean artists: the
festival Magic of Music in Movies in 2004, Music and Architecture in 2006, and in 2007, Food,
Plants and Music at the Old Parliament Arts House and Petronas Gale in Kuala Lumpur.
As Artistic Director of the Asia-Europe Foundation (ASEF)’s rst music camp I’mPuIsc
held in the Philippines in 2005, he brought together young graduates from the universities
and conservatories of 35 ASEF countries to perform and record each others’ works‘ His
most recent creation was Simple—X for piano, strings, electro~acoustic sounds and iPads.

ALTAIN ORGIL, Mongolian folk ethnic music band
Altain Orgil literally means ’the peak of (mount) Altai’. Founded in 1993, Altain Orgil
combines traditional Mongolian folklore, instrumental and vocal sounds with 20‘h c.
European instrumental techniques and electrical amplication.

PRATHAP GOPALAN, mrindagnm player
Prathap Gopalan is born in an illustrious family of musicians. He learnt mridangum at an
early age from Mavelikara Shankarankutty, disciple of Muruga Bhupathy, and from G Babu,
disciple of Karaikudi R Mani. Prathap Gopalan graduated with a Ganabhooshanam from the
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Swathi Thimnal College of Music in Thirm'ananthapuram, Kcrala India, He has performed
extensively in India and Singapore, both as a soloist as well as accompanying leading Indian
musicians and dancers,

CALVERT JOHNSON, harpsichordist
Dr Calvert Johnson is Professor of Music and College organist at Agnes College as well as
organist at First Presbyterian Church in Marietta, Georgia USA. He earned his Doctorate
from the Northwestern University, Illinois and a I’rmnier Prix (Midaillt? [1’ Or) from the
Toulouse Conservatoire, France. An active performer, Johnson gave organ and harpsichord
recitals throughout the USA, Mexim, Japan, England, France, Germany, Italy, Monaco and
Switﬁerland While first known as a specialist in early music, Cal has championed composers
from under-represented groups, inrluding women, blacks, Asians, and Hispanics. Iohnsun
has recorded compact disks for Albany and Calcantc recordings, as well as published books
on early Spanish, Italian and English organ music

THAN THAN HTAY, smmg playvr and KHIN KHIN SU, singer
Daw Than Than Htay and Daw Khin Khin Su are Sisters. Their father, U Sein Hla Maung,
is a wcllvknown Burmese performer, arranger and teacher. Daw Khin Khin Su learned
singing from her father while DawThanThan Htay studied under the famous harpist,
U Myint Maung. Both Daw Khin Khin Su and Daw Than Than Htay live inYankin and
perform extensively.

HEE-SUN KIM, kuyagim: player
Dr Hccisun Kim is an ethnomusicologist specialiﬁing in the music of Korea. She obtained
her PhD. at the University of Pittsburgh, USA, as well as a BA. and MA. in music from the
Seoul Natinnal University in Korea where she was trained as a performing artist. Hee—sun
Kim has performed in the USA, Europe, Canada, China, Singapore as well as Korea. She
was invited tn give numerous seminars, lectures and workshops on Korean music in various
contexts at Cam bridge University, University of Michigan Ann Arbor, Central Conservatory
of Music in Beijing and Nanyang Technological University in Singapore. She was a former
research fellow at Asia Research Institute, National University of Singapore and is currently a
Professor at Kuokmin University where she teaches Korean music, world music and cultural
anthropology.

GOPAL BALRA], guitarist
After graduating from the National University of Singapore with a Bachelor of Electrical
Engineering (Hons) degree, Balraj Copal decided to pursue his passion in music.
He studied classical guitar with Ernest Kwok and longtime mentor, Maestro Alex
Abishcganaden. Balraj has participated in masterclasses by Dr Niibori and Professor
Koyama from the Niibori Academy in Japan and Eétvés Ioﬁsef from Hungaly. Since 1999,
Balraj has been actively involved as a guitar tutor with GENUS, the National University
of Singapore’s Guitar Orchestra. Balraj also guides and nurtures the talents of young
guitarists in several other guitar ensembles in Singapore, for which he also composes.
Balraj performs both European Folk Music as well as Latin Music. Recently, Balraj
has rediscovered his roots in South—Indian Carnatic Music, plap‘ng the sitar and the
IrIridungum. The intricacies and discipline of Carnatic music has opened up new modes
of inspiration that resulted in the composition of Safya‘gv'aim (2010) for guitar orchestra.

THE PHILHARMONIC WINDS, wind orchestra
Founded in 2000,Thc PhilharmonicWinds has become the nest wind orchestra in Singapore.
Their logo symboliﬁes perfect harmony between the artistic Freedom and disciplined
musicianship that make upThe Philharmonic Winds. Each concert revolves around a theme‘
In July 2005 under their then Music Director Dr Robert Casteels, The Philharmonic \de5
was awarded Gold with Distinction at the 15th Wurld Music Contest held once every four
years in Kerkradc, The Netherlands.The Philharmonic \des has enjoyed performing with
soloists and guest conductors from Canada, Japan, Singapore, Spain, The Netherlands and
the USA. The Philharmonic \de5 strongly supports Singaporean composers by performing
and premiering their works, devoting entire concerts to their Compositions.

KEE CHEE KOON, qin player
Born in 1969 in Singapore, Kee Choc Koon learned Chinese music since his high school
years. He was awarded a scholarship by the Shanghai Conservatory of Music, where he
studied the guﬁlﬁmg from He Bao Quan, Shun Wenyan and Wang Wei as well as the guqin
from Gong
and Li You Ren. In 1995 Kee graduated with a degree in Bachelor of Arts
(Music). He returned to Singapore and founded the’3 Tunes Music Housc’to promote guqin
music. Currently he resides in Beijing. Besides coaching, Kee played extensively in China
and Singapore.
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1RESONANCES OF ASIA
Chinggis Khaanii Magtaal

Chiaroscuro [3: 20]

[4: 34]

Composed by Altain Orgil
2

Composed by Robert Casteels for two guitars

Variations of Adi Thalam [4:42]

8

Improvised by Prathap Gopalan for solo
mridngmn
3

Ancient Cities [6:21]

Symphonic Poem composed by ItoYasuhide for

9

4

Hsan Nwai 00 [3:39]
Composed by U Htaung Bo for voice and saung

5

Spirit of Wood [5:46]

Guanglin San [6:44]
Composed by ]i Kang for solo girl

10

Asian Bird Songs [9:24]
Avian metamorphoses for birds and ensemble
composed by Robert Casteels

Composed by Robert Casteels for percussion
quartet and tape

Mikkurineun Gatseodo

Cantus [5:24]
band

Composed by Isaac Nagao for solo harpsichord

6

VOL II

[5:29]

Composed byY1 Sung—chun for solo kayagm
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